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With her award-winning debut novel, Purple Hibiscus, Chimamanda Ngozi Adichie was heralded by the Washington Post
Book World as the “21st century daughter” of Chinua Achebe. Now, in her masterly, haunting new novel, she recreates a
seminal moment in modern African history: Biafra’s impassioned struggle to establish an independent republic in Nigeria
during the 1960s. With the effortless grace of a natural storyteller, Adichie weaves together the lives of five characters
caught up in the extraordinary tumult of the decade. Fifteen-year-old Ugwu is houseboy to Odenigbo, a university
professor who sends him to school, and in whose living room Ugwu hears voices full of revolutionary zeal. Odenigbo’s
beautiful mistress, Olanna, a sociology teacher, is running away from her parents’ world of wealth and excess; Kainene,
her urbane twin, is taking over their father’s business; and Kainene’s English lover, Richard, forms a bridge between
their two worlds. As we follow these intertwined lives through a military coup, the Biafran secession and the subsequent
war, Adichie brilliantly evokes the promise, and intimately, the devastating disappointments that marked this time and
place. Epic, ambitious and triumphantly realized, Half of a Yellow Sun is a more powerful, dramatic and intensely
emotional picture of modern Africa than any we have had before.
The only authorized edition of the twentieth-century classic, featuring F. Scott Fitzgerald’s final revisions, a foreword by
his granddaughter, and a new introduction by National Book Award winner Jesmyn Ward. Nominated as one of
America’s best-loved novels by PBS’s The Great American Read. The Great Gatsby, F. Scott Fitzgerald’s third book,
stands as the supreme achievement of his career. First published in 1925, this quintessential novel of the Jazz Age has
been acclaimed by generations of readers. The story of the mysteriously wealthy Jay Gatsby and his love for the
beautiful Daisy Buchanan, of lavish parties on Long Island at a time when The New York Times noted “gin was the
national drink and sex the national obsession,” it is an exquisitely crafted tale of America in the 1920s. The Great Gatsby
is a 1925 novel written by American author F. Scott Fitzgerald that follows a cast of characters living in the fictional towns
of West Egg and East Egg on prosperous Long Island in the summer of 1922. Many literary critics consider The Great
Gatsby to be one of the greatest novels ever written. The story of the book primarily concerns the young and mysterious
millionaire Jay Gatsby and his quixotic passion and obsession to reunite with his ex-lover, the beautiful former debutante
Daisy Buchanan. Considered to be Fitzgerald’s magnum opus, The Great Gatsby explores themes of decadence,
idealism, resistance to change, social upheaval and excess, creating a portrait of the Roaring Twenties that has been
described as a cautionary[a] tale regarding the American Dream. “The Great Gatsby” is a 1925 novel written by
American author Francis Scott Fitzgerald (1896-1940) that follows a cast of characters living in the fictional town of West
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Egg on prosperous Long Island in the summer of 1922. The story primarily concerns the young and mysterious
millionaire Jay Gatsby and his quixotic passion and obsession for the beautiful former debutante Daisy Buchanan.
Considered to be Fitzgerald’s magnum opus, The Great Gatsby explores themes of decadence, idealism, resistance to
change, social upheaval, and excess, creating a portrait of the Jazz Age or the Roaring Twenties that has been
described as a cautionary tale regarding the American Dream.
A heartbreaking and powerful story about a black boy killed by a police officer, drawing connections through history, from
award-winning author Jewell Parker Rhodes. Only the living can make the world better. Live and make it better. Twelveyear-old Jerome is shot by a police officer who mistakes his toy gun for a real threat. As a ghost, he observes the
devastation that's been unleashed on his family and community in the wake of what they see as an unjust and brutal
killing. Soon Jerome meets another ghost: Emmett Till, a boy from a very different time but similar circumstances.
Emmett helps Jerome process what has happened, on a journey towards recognizing how historical racism may have led
to the events that ended his life. Jerome also meets Sarah, the daughter of the police officer, who grapples with her
father's actions. Once again Jewell Parker Rhodes deftly weaves historical and socio-political layers into a gripping and
poignant story about how children and families face the complexities of today's world, and how one boy grows to
understand American blackness in the aftermath of his own death.
Two young boys encounter the best and worst of humanity during the Holocaust in this powerful read that USA Today
called "as memorable an introduction to the subject as The Diary of Anne Frank.” Berlin, 1942: When Bruno returns
home from school one day, he discovers that his belongings are being packed in crates. His father has received a
promotion and the family must move to a new house far, far away, where there is no one to play with and nothing to do. A
tall fence stretches as far as the eye can see and cuts him off from the strange people in the distance. But Bruno longs to
be an explorer and decides that there must be more to this desolate new place than meets the eye. While exploring his
new environment, he meets another boy whose life and circumstances are very different from his own, and their meeting
results in a friendship that has devastating consequences.
The Old Man and the Medal
Hoot
The Goldfish Boy
Lawn Boy
Maniac Magee
NATIONAL BESTSELLER • A coming-of-age classic, acclaimed by critics, beloved by readers of all ages, taught in schools and
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universities alike, and translated around the world—from the winner of the 2019 PEN/Nabokov Award for Achievement in
International Literature. The House on Mango Street is the remarkable story of Esperanza Cordero, a young Latina girl growing up
in Chicago, inventing for herself who and what she will become. Told in a series of vignettes-sometimes heartbreaking, sometimes
deeply joyous-Sandra Cisneros' masterpiece is a classic story of childhood and self-discovery. Few other books in our time have
touched so many readers. “Cisneros draws on her rich [Latino] heritage ... and seduces with precise, spare prose, creat[ing]
unforgettable characters we want to lift off the page. She is not only a gifted writer, but an absolutely essential one.” —The New
York Times Book Review
"Should appeal to all rugged individualists who dream of escape to the forest."—The New York Times Book Review Sam Gribley is
terribly unhappy living in New York City with his family, so he runs away to the Catskill Mountains to live in the woods—all by
himself. With only a penknife, a ball of cord, forty dollars, and some flint and steel, he intends to survive on his own. Sam learns
about courage, danger, and independence during his year in the wilderness, a year that changes his life forever. “An extraordinary
book . . . It will be read year after year.” —The Horn Book
#1 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • ONE OF TIME MAGAZINE’S 100 BEST YA BOOKS OF ALL TIME The extraordinary,
beloved novel about the ability of books to feed the soul even in the darkest of times. When Death has a story to tell, you listen. It
is 1939. Nazi Germany. The country is holding its breath. Death has never been busier, and will become busier still. Liesel
Meminger is a foster girl living outside of Munich, who scratches out a meager existence for herself by stealing when she
encounters something she can’t resist–books. With the help of her accordion-playing foster father, she learns to read and shares
her stolen books with her neighbors during bombing raids as well as with the Jewish man hidden in her basement. In superbly
crafted writing that burns with intensity, award-winning author Markus Zusak, author of I Am the Messenger, has given us one of
the most enduring stories of our time. “The kind of book that can be life-changing.” —The New York Times “Deserves a place on
the same shelf with The Diary of a Young Girl by Anne Frank.” —USA Today DON’T MISS BRIDGE OF CLAY, MARKUS
ZUSAK’S FIRST NOVEL SINCE THE BOOK THIEF.
Soon after his mother's death, Matt takes a job at a funeral home in his tough Brooklyn neighborhood and, while attending and
assisting with funerals, begins to accept her death and his responsibilities as a man.
Black Boy [Seventy-fifth Anniversary Edition]
The House of the Scorpion
The Book of Boy
The Book Thief
Mine Boy
A Newbery Honor Book * Booklist Editors’ Choice * BookPage Best Books * Chicago Public Library Best Fiction *
Horn Book Fanfare * Kirkus Reviews Best Books * Publishers Weekly Best Books * Wall Street Journal Best of the
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Year * An ALA Notable Book A young outcast is swept up into a thrilling and perilous medieval treasure hunt in
this award-winning literary page-turner by acclaimed bestselling author Catherine Gilbert Murdock. The Book of
Boy was awarded a Newbery Honor. “A treat from start to finish.”—Wall Street Journal Boy has always been
relegated to the outskirts of his small village. With a hump on his back, a mysterious past, and a tendency to talk
to animals, he is often mocked by others in his town—until the arrival of a shadowy pilgrim named Secondus.
Impressed with Boy’s climbing and jumping abilities, Secondus engages Boy as his servant, pulling him into an
action-packed and suspenseful expedition across Europe to gather seven precious relics of Saint Peter. Boy
quickly realizes this journey is not an innocent one. They are stealing the relics and accumulating dangerous
enemies in the process. But Boy is determined to see this pilgrimage through until the end—for what if St. Peter
has the power to make him the same as the other boys? This epic and engrossing quest story by Newbery Honor
author Catherine Gilbert Murdock is for fans of Adam Gidwitz’s The Inquisitor’s Tale and Grace Lin’s Where the
Mountain Meets the Moon, and for readers of all ages. Features a map and black-and-white art by Ian
Schoenherr throughout.
An adventurous story of a frontier boy raised by Indians, The Light in the Forest is a beloved American classic.
When John Cameron Butler was a child, he was captured in a raid on the Pennsylvania frontier and adopted by
the great warrrior Cuyloga. Renamed True Son, he came to think of himself as fully Indian. But eleven years
later his tribe, the Lenni Lenape, has signed a treaty with the white men and agreed to return their captives,
including fifteen-year-old True Son. Now he must go back to the family he has forgotten, whose language is no
longer his, and whose ways of dress and behavior are as strange to him as the ways of the forest are to them.
An Alabama boy’s innocence is shaken by murder and madness in the 1960s South in this novel by the New York
Times–bestselling author of Swan Song. It’s 1964 in idyllic Zephyr, Alabama. People either work for the paper
mill up the Tecumseh River, or for the local dairy. It’s a simple life, but it stirs the impressionable imagination of
twelve-year-old aspiring writer Cory Mackenson. He’s certain he’s sensed spirits whispering in the churchyard.
He’s heard of the weird bootleggers who lurk in the dark outside of town. He’s seen a flood leave Main Street
crawling with snakes. Cory thrills to all of it as only a young boy can. Then one morning, while accompanying his
father on his milk route, he sees a car careen off the road and slowly sink into fathomless Saxon’s Lake. His
father dives into the icy water to rescue the driver, and finds a beaten corpse, naked and handcuffed to the
steering wheel—a copper wire tightened around the stranger’s neck. In time, the townsfolk seem to forget all
about the unsolved murder. But Cory and his father can’t. Their search for the truth is a journey into a world
where innocence and evil collide. What lies before them is the stuff of fear and awe, magic and madness, fantasy
and reality. As Cory wades into the deep end of Zephyr and all its mysteries, he’ll discover that while the
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pleasures of childish things fade away, growing up can be a strange and beautiful ride. “Strongly echoing the
childhood-elegies of King and Bradbury, and every bit their equal,” Boy’s Life, a winner of both the Bram Stoker
and World Fantasy Awards, represents a brilliant blend of mystery and rich atmosphere, the finest work of one of
today’s most accomplished writers (Kirkus Reviews).
Scientific Essay from the year 2015 in the subject Literature - Africa, University of Botswana, language: English,
abstract: This study intends to compare the portrayal of conflict in Ferdinand Oyono’s „Houseboy“ and Nadine
Gordimer’s „July’s People“. Specifically, it looks at how the black servant is forced to balance the loyalty he has
for the white employer and for his African roots. The analysis of „Houseboy“ will focus on how conflict is
represented between whites and blacks, how it can satirically have a positive influence on others and lastly, how
conflict among the blacks can be very destructive. „Houseboy“ shows how conflict can be prompted by
stereotypes; how it can be a shield from other pressing concerns and even how conflict itself can provide an
outlet for humour. The analysis of „July’s People“ will on the other hand focus on how people can live together
under pretences that they are at peace with one another when in actual fact they are not; how the black servant
can be in conflict with people of other races or their traditions as well as how that servant can be in conflict with
fate or destiny. In conclusion it will be shown how „Houseboy“ is more explicit in portraying conflict than „July’s
People“ due to the events that happened in the two texts. An argument can be made therefore if conflict
experienced by black servants during the colonial period was more in the open as opposed to that of apartheid
South Africa.
The Strange Bride
Ghost Boys
Half of a Yellow Sun
The Nickel Boys
The Road

In this fearless portrayal of a boy on the edge, highly acclaimed Printz Honor author
A.S. King explores the desperate reality of a former child "star" struggling to break
free of his anger. Gerald Faust started feeling angry even before his mother invited a
reality TV crew into his five-year-old life. Twelve years later, he's still haunted by
his rage-filled youth--which the entire world got to watch from every imaginable
angle--and his anger issues have resulted in violent outbursts, zero friends, and
clueless adults dumping him in the special education room at school. No one cares that
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Gerald has tried to learn to control himself; they're all just waiting for him to snap.
And he's starting to feel dangerously close to doing just that...until he chooses to
create possibilities for himself that he never knew he deserved.
Lisa Thompson's debut novel is a page-turning mystery with an emotionally-driven, complex
character study at its core -- like Rear Window meets The Curious Incident of the Dog in
the Night-Time. Matthew Corbin suffers from severe obsessive-compulsive disorder. He
hasn't been to school in weeks. His hands are cracked and bleeding from cleaning. He
refuses to leave his bedroom. To pass the time, he observes his neighbors from his
bedroom window, making mundane notes about their habits as they bustle about the cul-desac. When a toddler staying next door goes missing, it becomes apparent that Matthew was
the last person to see him alive. Suddenly, Matthew finds himself at the center of a highstakes mystery, and every one of his neighbors is a suspect. Matthew is the key to
figuring out what happened and potentially saving a child's life... but is he able to do
so if it means exposing his own secrets, and stepping out from the safety of his home?
The beloved debut novel about an affluent Indian family forever changed by one fateful
day in 1969, from the author of The Ministry of Utmost Happiness NEW YORK TIMES
BESTSELLER • MAN BOOKER PRIZE WINNER Compared favorably to the works of Faulkner and
Dickens, Arundhati Roy’s modern classic is equal parts powerful family saga, forbidden
love story, and piercing political drama. The seven-year-old twins Estha and Rahel see
their world shaken irrevocably by the arrival of their beautiful young cousin, Sophie. It
is an event that will lead to an illicit liaison and tragedies accidental and
intentional, exposing “big things [that] lurk unsaid” in a country drifting dangerously
toward unrest. Lush, lyrical, and unnerving, The God of Small Things is an award-winning
landmark that started for its author an esteemed career of fiction and political
commentary that continues unabated.
A Newbery Medal winning modern classic about a racially divided small town and a boy who
runs. Jeffrey Lionel "Maniac" Magee might have lived a normal life if a freak accident
hadn't made him an orphan. After living with his unhappy and uptight aunt and uncle for
eight years, he decides to run--and not just run away, but run. This is where the myth of
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Maniac Magee begins, as he changes the lives of a racially divided small town with his
amazing and legendary feats.
A Fine Balance
Every Last Word
The House on Mango Street
Mark Z. Danielewski's House of Leaves
Lord of the Flies
Cameroonian houseboy Toundi dreams of advancement and so studies the world of his white masters closely. "Gradually his eyes are opened to its
realities, and in the end this leads to tragic consequences because the Europeans cannot endure the gaze of the man they have destroyed.
Writing in French in the 1950s, Ferdinand Léopold Oyono (1929–2010) had only a brief literary career, but his anticolonialist novels are
considered classics of twentieth-century African literature. Like Oyono’s Houseboy, also available from Waveland Press, this novel fiercely
satirizes the false pretenses of European colonial rule in Africa. Meka, a village elder, has always been loyal to the white man. It is with pride that
he first hears he is to receive a medal. While waiting for the ceremony, however, Meka’s pride gives way to skepticism. At the same time, his wife
has realized that the medal is being given to her husband as compensation for the sacrifices they have made. The events following the ceremony
confirm Meka’s new estimation of the white man. Both subtle and oftentimes humorous, this beautifully told story lays bare the hollowness of the
mission in Africa. It fuels opportunities for discussing colonial politics around class and race as well as for exploring indigenous Cameroon life and
values.
Tallahassee, Florida, 1960s: Brought up by his loving, strict and clear-sighted grandmother, Elwood Curtis is about to enroll at the local black
college. But one innocent mistake is enough to destroy his future, and so Elwood arrives instead at the Nickel Academy, which claims to provide
training for its inmates to become "honorable and honest men". In reality, the Nickel Academy is a chamber of horrors, where abuse is rife.
Stunned to find himself in this vicious environment, Elwood attempts to live by Dr. Martin Luther King's assertion, "Throw us in jail and we will
still love you." But his new friend Turner believes the only way to survive is to emulate the cruelty of their oppressors. The tension between
Elwood's idealism and Turner's skepticism leads to a decision that will have decades-long repercussions...
A Fine Balance, Rohinton Mistry’s stunning internationally acclaimed bestseller, is set in mid-1970s India. It tells the story of four unlikely people
whose lives come together during a time of political turmoil soon after the government declares a “State of Internal Emergency.” Through days of
bleakness and hope, their circumstances – and their fates – become inextricably linked in ways no one could have foreseen. Mistry’s prose is alive
with enduring images and a cast of unforgettable characters. Written with compassion, humour, and insight, A Fine Balance is a vivid, richly
textured, and powerful novel written by one of the most gifted writers of our time.
No-no Boy
The Light in the Forest
A novel
The God of Small Things
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As Brave As You

An interpretation of a Luo myth. The people of GotOwaga lead a placid, almost idyllic, life-style until the glamorous and
mysterious Nyawir suddenly appears from an unknown world.
A bestselling modern classic—both poignant and funny—narrated by a fifteen year old autistic savant obsessed with
Sherlock Holmes, this dazzling novel weaves together an old-fashioned mystery, a contemporary coming-of-age story,
and a fascinating excursion into a mind incapable of processing emotions. Christopher John Francis Boone knows all the
countries of the world and their capitals and every prime number up to 7,057. Although gifted with a superbly logical
brain, Christopher is autistic. Everyday interactions and admonishments have little meaning for him. At fifteen,
Christopher’s carefully constructed world falls apart when he finds his neighbour’s dog Wellington impaled on a garden
fork, and he is initially blamed for the killing. Christopher decides that he will track down the real killer, and turns to his
favourite fictional character, the impeccably logical Sherlock Holmes, for inspiration. But the investigation leads him down
some unexpected paths and ultimately brings him face to face with the dissolution of his parents’ marriage. As
Christopher tries to deal with the crisis within his own family, the narrative draws readers into the workings of
Christopher’s mind. And herein lies the key to the brilliance of Mark Haddon’s choice of narrator: The most wrenching of
emotional moments are chronicled by a boy who cannot fathom emotions. The effect is dazzling, making for one of the
freshest debut in years: a comedy, a tearjerker, a mystery story, a novel of exceptional literary merit that is great fun to
read.
This fast-paced action novel is set in a future where the world has been almost destroyed. Like the award-winning novel
Freak the Mighty, this is Philbrick at his very best.It's the story of an epileptic teenager nicknamed Spaz, who begins the
heroic fight to bring human intelligence back to the planet. In a world where most people are plugged into brain-drain
entertainment systems, Spaz is the rare human being who can see life as it really is. When he meets an old man called
Ryter, he begins to learn about Earth and its past. With Ryter as his companion, Spaz sets off an unlikely quest to save
his dying sister -- and in the process, perhaps the world.
Xuma faces the complexities of urban life in Johannesburg.
Conflict and the black servant in Oyono's "Houseboy" and Gordimer's "July's People"
A Novel
Reality Boy
Boy's Life
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Soon to be a major motion picture starring Kristin Scott Thomas (The English Patient), directed by Stefan Ruzowitzky (The Counterfeiters) Drawing from
decades of work, travel, and research in Russia, Robert Alexander re-creates the tragic, perennially fascinating story of the final days of Nicholas and
Alexandra Romanov as seen through the eyes of their young kitchen boy, Leonka. Now an ancient Russian immigrant, Leonka claims to be the last living
witness to the Romanovs’ brutal murders and sets down the dark secrets of his past with the imperial family. Does he hold the key to the many questions
surrounding the family’s murder? Historically vivid and compelling, The Kitchen Boy is also a touching portrait of a loving family that was in many ways
similar, yet so different, from any other. "Ingenious...Keeps readers guessing through the final pages." —USA Today
NATIONAL BESTSELLER • WINNER OF THE PULITZER PRIZE • A searing, post-apocalyptic novel about a father and son's fight to survive, this
"tale of survival and the miracle of goodness only adds to McCarthy's stature as a living master. It's gripping, frightening and, ultimately, beautiful" (San
Francisco Chronicle). A father and his son walk alone through burned America. Nothing moves in the ravaged landscape save the ash on the wind. It is cold
enough to crack stones, and when the snow falls it is gray. The sky is dark. Their destination is the coast, although they don't know what, if anything, awaits
them there. They have nothing; just a pistol to defend themselves against the lawless bands that stalk the road, the clothes they are wearing, a cart of
scavenged food—and each other. The Road is the profoundly moving story of a journey. It boldly imagines a future in which no hope remains, but in which
the father and his son, "each the other's world entire," are sustained by love. Awesome in the totality of its vision, it is an unflinching meditation on the
worst and the best that we are capable of: ultimate destructiveness, desperate tenacity, and the tenderness that keeps two people alive in the face of total
devastation.
A NEW YORK TIMES NOTABLE BOOK • Ghana, eighteenth century: two half sisters are born into different villages, each unaware of the other. One
will marry an Englishman and lead a life of comfort in the palatial rooms of the Cape Coast Castle. The other will be captured in a raid on her village,
imprisoned in the very same castle, and sold into slavery. One of Oprah’s Best Books of the Year and a PEN/Hemingway award winner, Homegoing
follows the parallel paths of these sisters and their descendants through eight generations: from the Gold Coast to the plantations of Mississippi, from the
American Civil War to Jazz Age Harlem. Yaa Gyasi’s extraordinary novel illuminates slavery’s troubled legacy both for those who were taken and those
who stayed—and shows how the memory of captivity has been inscribed on the soul of our nation.
A family relocates to a small house on Ash Tree Lane and discovers that the inside of their new home seems to be without boundaries
Houseboy
A Novel of the Last Tsar
Homegoing
The Boy at the Top of the Mountain
The House Girl

Matt is six years old when he discovers that he is different from other children and other people. To most, Matt isn't
considered a boy at all, but a beast, dirty and disgusting. But to El Patron, lord of a country called Opium, Matt is
the guarantee of eternal life. El Patron loves Matt as he loves himself - for Matt is himself. They share the exact
same DNA. As Matt struggles to understand his existence and what that existence truly means, he is threatened by a
host of sinister and manipulating characters, from El Patron's power-hungry family to the brain-deadened eejits and
mindless slaves that toil Opium's poppy fields. Surrounded
by a dangerous army of bodyguards, escape is the only
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chance Matt has to survive. But even escape is no guarantee of freedom… because Matt is marked by his difference
in ways that he doesn't even suspect.
The powerful, unforgettable new novel from the bestselling author of The Boy in the Striped Pajamas, for ages 12+.
When Pierrot becomes an orphan, he must leave his home in Paris for a new life with his Aunt Beatrix, a servant in a
wealthy household at the top of the German mountains. But this is no ordinary time, for it is 1935 and the Second
World War is fast approaching; and this is no ordinary house, for this is the Berghof, the home of Adolf Hitler.
Quickly, Pierrot is taken under Hitler's wing, and is thrown into an increasingly dangerous new world: a world of
terror, secrets and betrayal, from which he may never be able to escape.
Kek comes from Africa. In America he sees snow for the first time, and feels its sting. He's never walked on ice, and
he falls. He wonders if the people in this new place will be like the winter – cold and unkind. In Africa, Kek lived with
his mother, father, and brother. But only he and his mother have survived, and now she's missing. Kek is on his own.
Slowly, he makes friends: a girl who is in foster care; an old woman who owns a rundown farm, and a cow whose
name means "family" in Kek's native language. As Kek awaits word of his mother's fate, he weathers the tough
Minnesota winter by finding warmth in his new friendships, strength in his memories, and belief in his new country.
Bestselling author Katherine Applegate presents a beautifully wrought novel about an immigrant's journey from
hardship to hope. Home of the Brave is a 2008 Bank Street - Best Children's Book of the Year.
A stunning New York Times bestselling novel that intertwines the stories of an escaped slave in 1852 Virginia and an
ambitious young lawyer in contemporary New York and asks: is it ever too late to right a wrong? Lynnhurst,
Virginia, 1852. Seventeen-year-old Josephine Bell decides to run away from the failing tobacco farm where she is a
slave and nurse to her ailing mistress, the aspiring artist Lu Anne Bell. New York City, 2004. Lina Sparrow, an
ambitious first-year associate in an elite law firm, is given a difficult, highly sensitive assignment that could make
her career: finding the “perfect plaintiff” to lead a historic class-action lawsuit worth trillions of dollars in
reparations for descendants of American slaves. It is through her father, the renowned artist Oscar Sparrow, that
Lina discovers Josephine Bell and a controversy rocking the art world: are the iconic paintings long ascribed to Lu
Anne Bell really the work of her house slave, Josephine? A descendant of Josephine’s—if Lina can locate one—would
be the perfect face for the reparations lawsuit. While following the runaway house girl’s faint trail through old
letters and plantation records, Lina finds herself questioning her own family history and the secrets that her father
has never revealed: how did Lina’s mother die? And why will he never speak about her?
The Boy in the Black Suit
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The Curious Incident of the Dog in the Night-Time
My Side of the Mountain
The Boy in the Striped Pajamas
The Kitchen Boy

A special 75th anniversary edition of Richard Wright's powerful and unforgettable memoir, with a new foreword by John Edgar Wideman and
an afterword by Malcolm Wright, the author’s grandson. When it exploded onto the literary scene in 1945, Black Boy was both praised and
condemned. Orville Prescott of the New York Times wrote that “if enough such books are written, if enough millions of people read them
maybe, someday, in the fullness of time, there will be a greater understanding and a more true democracy.” Yet from 1975 to 1978, Black
Boy was banned in schools throughout the United States for “obscenity” and “instigating hatred between the races.” Wright’s once
controversial, now celebrated autobiography measures the raw brutality of the Jim Crow South against the sheer desperate will it took to
survive as a Black boy. Enduring poverty, hunger, fear, abuse, and hatred while growing up in the woods of Mississippi, Wright lied, stole,
and raged at those around him—whites indifferent, pitying, or cruel and Blacks resentful of anyone trying to rise above their circumstances.
Desperate for a different way of life, he headed north, eventually arriving in Chicago, where he forged a new path and began his career as a
writer. At the end of Black Boy, Wright sits poised with pencil in hand, determined to “hurl words into this darkness and wait for an echo.”
Seventy-five years later, his words continue to reverberate. “To read Black Boy is to stare into the heart of darkness,” John Edgar Wideman
writes in his foreword. “Not the dark heart Conrad searched for in Congo jungles but the beating heart I bear.” One of the great American
memoirs, Wright’s account is a poignant record of struggle and endurance—a seminal literary work that illuminates our own time.
HouseboyWaveland Press
Toundi Ondoua, the rural African protagonist of Houseboy, encounters a world of prisms that cast beautiful but unobtainable glimmers,
especially for a black youth in colonial Cameroon. Houseboy, written in the form of Toundis captivating diary and translated from the original
French, discloses his awe of the white world and a web of unpredictable experiences. Early on, he escapes his fathers angry blows by
seeking asylum with his benefactor, the local European priest who meets an untimely death. Toundi then becomes the Chief Europeans
boythe dog of the King. Toundis attempt to fulfill a dream of advancement and improvement opens his eyes to troubling realities. Gradually,
preconceptions of the Europeans come crashing down on him as he struggles with his identity, his place in society, and the changing culture.
"When two brothers decide to prove how brave they are, everything backfires--literally"-Home of the Brave
The Last Book in the Universe
THE GREAT GATSBY
Golding’s iconic 1954 novel, now with a new foreword by Lois Lowry, remains one of the greatest books ever written for young adults and an unforgettable
classic for readers of any age. This edition includes a new Suggestions for Further Reading by Jennifer Buehler. At the dawn of the next world war, a plane
crashes on an uncharted island, stranding a group of schoolboys. At first, with no adult supervision, their freedom is something to celebrate. This far from
civilization they can do anything they want. Anything. But as order collapses, as strange howls echo in the night, as terror begins its reign, the hope of
adventure seems as far removed from reality as the hope of being rescued.
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A New York Times Best Seller If you could read my mind, you wouldn't be smiling. Samantha McAllister looks just like the rest of the popular girls in her
junior class. But hidden beneath the straightened hair and expertly applied makeup is a secret that her friends would never understand: Sam has PurelyObsessional OCD and is consumed by a stream of dark thoughts and worries that she can't turn off. Second-guessing every move, thought, and word makes
daily life a struggle, and it doesn't help that her lifelong friends will turn toxic at the first sign of a wrong outfit, wrong lunch, or wrong crush. Yet Sam knows
she'd be truly crazy to leave the protection of the most popular girls in school. So when Sam meets Caroline, she has to keep her new friend with a refreshing
sense of humor and no style a secret, right up there with Sam's weekly visits to her psychiatrist. Caroline introduces Sam to Poet's Corner, a hidden room and
a tight-knit group of misfits who have been ignored by the school at large. Sam is drawn to them immediately, especially a guitar-playing guy with a talent for
verse, and starts to discover a whole new side of herself. Slowly, she begins to feel more "normal" than she ever has as part of the popular crowd . . . until she
finds a new reason to question her sanity and all she holds dear. "Clueless meets Dead Poets Society with a whopping final twist." -Kirkus Reviews "This
book is highly recommended-readers will connect with Sam, relating to her anxiety about her peers, and root for her throughout the book." -VOYA "A
thoughtful romance with a strong message about self-acceptance, [this] sensitive novel boasts strong characterizations and conflicts that many teens will relate
to. Eminently readable." -Booklist "A brilliant and moving story about finding your voice, the power of words, and true friendship. I couldn't put it down?"
-Elizabeth Eulberg, Author of The Lonely Hearts Club "Brilliant, brave, and beautiful." -Kathleen Caldwell, A Great Good Place for Books "A riveting story
of love, true friendship, self-doubt and self-confidence, overcoming obstacles, and truly finding oneself." -Melanie Koss, Professor of Young Adult
Literature, Northern Illinois University "Romantic, unpredictable, relatable, and so very enjoyable." -Arnold Shapiro, Oscar- and Emmy-winning Producer
"Characters to love and a story to break your heart. Readers will want to turn page after page and read every last word. Then do it all over again." -Marianne
Follis, Teen Librarian, Valley Ranch (Irving) Public Library
Things get out of hand for a twelve-year-old boy when a neighbor convinces him to expand his summer lawn mowing business.
Reprint. Originally published: c2002.
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